A session in FS1
at Killamarsh Infant and Nursery School

8:40 to 8:50 – Children and parents are welcomed
into the EYFS unit. They hang up their coats and
bags in the conservatory cloakroom on their peg then
come inside with their grown up to do their selfregistration and for a little play before the
tambourine shakes.

8:50 to 9:10 – Children gather on the carpet for hello
songs with Christopher Crocodile and register time.
We then do Dough Digits to develop our fine motor
control and exercise our fingers to make them
strong.

9:10 to 9:20 – After Dough Digits we have story time
and listen to a story which is linked to our theme of
the week. We also look at our Sunshine Behaviour
system and think about how we can get to the Gold
Star before the end of the session.

9:20 to 10:30 – After story time we have Free Flow
where the children can choose where they would like
to play and access the indoor and the outdoor
learning areas freely. Our motto is ‘choose it, use it,
put it away!’ This helps us to remember to tidy away
toys which we have played with ready for the next
child to use. During Free Flow time the EYFS adults
facilitate children’s play and support children to
complete focussed jobs. Children can also access the
snack area for a drink of milk or water and a piece of
fruit/vegetable if they like.

10:30 to 11:00 – after Free Flow time we continue to
do ‘choose it, use it, put it away!’ but in the indoor
area only. This allows us to have small group phonic
sessions. Phonics helps us to develop our knowledge
of letters and sounds which are the building blocks
of reading and writing.

11:00 to 11:15 – after phonics time we tidy up our
indoor area. We then meet on the carpet ready for
songs and rings games such as The Farmer’s in His
Den. We might also squeeze in a little bit of ‘show
and tell’ time if anybody has brought something from
home or would like to share some news.

11:15 to 11:30 after ring games we calmly finish off
our session with story and rhyme time. We choose
which books to read and which rhymes to sing in our
story room.

11:30 to 11:45 – At this point of the session some
children will get ready to go home as they only stay
for the morning. Children who stay with us all day will
then have Wake and Shake in the whiteboard room
before washing their hands ready for lunch.

Afternoon sessions reflect the morning sessions to
ensure all children have the same experiences in FS1.
Some sessions may differ slightly in order to give the
children different experiences such as Welly Fun!
sessions on the school field.

